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Britain votes to sever EU ties
Stunning exit from bloc
sends financial markets
tumbling into chaos
By GRIFF WITTE
AND KARLA ADAM
THE WASHINGTON POST

LONDON — British voters
have defied the will of their
leaders, foreign allies and
much of the political establishment by opting to rupture this
country’s primary connection
to Europe in a stunning result
that will radiate economic and
political uncertainty across
the globe.
The voters’ decision to jettison Britain’s membership
in the European Union was

expected to jolt markets worldwide today and unsettle Western capitals. By the time the
BBC had called the result at
dawn in London, the pound
had already plummeted to its
lowest level against the dollar
in decades.
The vote is perhaps the most
dramatic to date in a wave of
populist and nationalist uprisings occurring on both sides of
the Atlantic that are overturning traditional notions of what
is politically possible.
For months, the political
and economic elite had looked
on with growing apprehension
as Britain flirted with a choice
— popularly known as Brexit — that experts had warned
could lead to global recession

and a rip in the Western alliance. The vote could also lead
to Scottish secession, a broader EU unraveling and the fall
of Prime Minister David Cameron’s government.
But most analysts had predicted
this
pragmatically
minded country would ultimately back away from the
move, and opt to keep Britain
in an organization regarded as
a pillar of the global economic
and political order.
Instead, a majority of British voters heeded the call of
pro-Brexit campaigners to
liberate the nation from what
many regard as an oppressive
Brussels bureaucracy that enTURN TO BRITAIN » PAGE A9
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A ballot box is opened for counting Thursday at the Titanic Exhibition Centre
in Belfast, Northern Ireland.

Comfort amid chaos

SONOMA RACEWAY

Decision
leaves
migrants
in limbo
Immigration overhaul
likely on hold till fall
after Supreme Court tie
By ADAM LIPTAK
AND MICHAEL D. SHEAR
NEW YORK TIMES

KENT PORTER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Joyous reunion: Morningstar Morgan of Cleveland, Ohio, greets her Fort Bragg High School classmate Derek Jones of Fort Bragg, on Thursday as they gather with their
friends for NASCAR weekend at Sonoma Raceway in Sonoma. The group meets every year at the 50 Acres Campground to camp and attend the race.

NASCAR fans shell out big bucks for trackside accommodations
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

F

rom their campsite atop
Cougar Mountain near the
southern tip of Sonoma
County, Alan and Donna Sobers
could see San Francisco’s skyline
and Mount Diablo across the bay
in Contra Costa County.
Just below and much closer to
the wind-whipped site where the
San Jose couple’s 30-foot fifth-

wheel trailer was parked for the
weekend lay Sonoma Raceway,
slithering like an asphalt serpent
over the hills at Sears Point.
“We like it up here at the top, out
of the commotion, the craziness,”
said Alan Sobers, a diehard NASCAR fan wearing a black T-shirt
with an image of the late Dale
Earnhardt and his legendary black
car No. 3.
Commotion will reign Saturday
and Sunday at the largest and

loudest sporting event in Sonoma
County, with about 100,000 energetic spectators watching dozens
of 725-horsepower machines roar
174 times — in separate races, one
each day — around the 1.99-mile
road course.
To get close to the action, the Soberses will ride motorcycles down
from the Cougar Mountain Campground to the Earnhardt Terrace
TURN TO RACE » PAGE A8

SCHEDULE
■ Today: Practice runs
■ Saturday: Qualifying
trials
■ Sunday: Toyota/
Save Mart 350

IN SPORTS
Irvan, Stewart to be
inducted into
raceway’s wall
of honor today / C1

Water officials on alert for toxic algae
Wet winter, cooler water might
inhibit growth of blue-green
strain that killed dogs last year
By MARY CALLAHAN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

BETH SCHLANKER / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Rich Fadness, with the North Coast Regional Water
Quality Board, tests the water quality Thursday at
Monte Rio Beach in Monte Rio.

Health and water quality officials were
caught off-guard last summer when
they were suddenly confronted with an
outbreak of toxic blue-green algae in
the Russian River that presented safety
concerns for swimmers and their pets.
Authorities rushed to post warnings at
beaches up and down the river, affecting
outdoor recreation throughout the wa-

tershed.
This year, many experts are hopeful
that a wet winter and cooler water temperatures will eliminate such concerns
for summertime visitors.
But just in case, several local agencies
have developed a coordinated plan to
monitor conditions in the Russian River, as well as specific guidelines for how
to respond should a harmful algae outbreak occur.
“We’re proactive this year,” said Sonoma County Health Officer Karen Milman.
The effort includes continuous trackTURN TO ALGAE » PAGE A11

WASHINGTON — The U.S.
Supreme Court on Thursday announced that it had deadlocked
in a case challenging President
Barack Obama’s immigration
plan, effectively ending what
Obama had hoped would become one of his central legacies. The program would have
shielded as many as 5 million
unauthorized immigrants from
deportation and allowed them
to legally work in the United
States.
The 4-4 tie, INSIDE
which left in ■ Local reaction
place an ap- to Supreme Court
peals
court tie / A2
ruling block- ■ Ruling in Texas
ing the plan, case bolsters
amplified the affirmative
c o n t e n t i o u s action / B4
election-year
debate over the nation’s immigration policy and presidential
power.
When the Supreme Court
agreed to hear the case in January, it seemed poised to issue
a major ruling on presidential
power. That did not materialize,
but the court’s action, which
established no precedent and
included no reasoning, was
nonetheless perhaps its most
important statement this term.
The decision was just nine
words long: “The judgment is
affirmed by an equally divided
court.”
TURN TO DECISION » PAGE A2
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EMBRACING DIVERSITY:
More companies
rethinking how to be
more inclusive of LGBT
employees / B8
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